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Quest
Fix your gaze on what is unseen, even as the visible world parades before your eyes. (1)
Sarah Young

During the summer of2004, I was able to visit with Mark Seay, who hires all of
the sculptors, plasterers, and set construction personnel for W amer Brothers Studios in
California. I learned of the extensive use of Styrofoam in set design. Even a life-sized
Lincoln Memorial, which was later purchased by a Japanese company, was constructed
from Styrofoam and other alternate materials for the movie Nixon. This visit proved to be
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influential to me and the beginning to an investigation of new studio techniques and
materials that I could use for constructing my visual art. I took key elements from my
previous paintings and drawings and incorporated them into a metaphorical adventure.
The metaphors used in this journey are symbolic of a spiritual world and I created a dog
named Quest to be the main character in this body of work. I chose to use a dog because
of what it symbolizes. A dog is also faithful to its master, loves its master and is lovable.
A dog also has a keen sense of smell and kllows when something is near without seeing
it. All of the dogs in a neighborhood know when an ambulance is coming before humans
do because they are tuned in to high frequencies. I wanted my dog's ears to be a
dominate feature since animal ears can be very expressive. Quest's ears also resemble the
feelers of an insect and a sensitive touch was another characteristic that I wanted my
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character to display. The ideas of amplified smelling, hearing and feeling were important
for my character since Quest would be experiencing an unseen world. I chose to create a
fictional cartoon animal for my spiritual adventure because I wanted to soften the
confrontational aspects that generally accompany Christian beliefs and practices. Keeping
it fun and frivolous gives me a larger audience.
Making Quest a character that people could identify with immediately was
important to me, and creating a character with a sensitive disposition was even more
important. The sensitive disposition of Quest is captured in the piece entitled Truth
(Plate 1). The three main characters in this adventure are Quest, Pest and the Consonants.
Other characters include the Dissonants, the Creatures of Inner-space and the Dove.
Quest is the traveler and Pest is his antagonist. The Consonants are personified letters that
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form words, inform Quest as to which direction he should take in his journey and are in
agreement to his yirtuous goals. Dissonants are wicked fibers that entangle Quest and
other travelers. Once woven together, these Dissonants (strands) make intricate
strongholds that envelop their victims. They characteristically have brilliant green and
white banded markings and are seen throughout the works in this thesis exhibition. The
Creatures of Inner-space include: Accusation, Temptation and Deception. All three
characters were sculptures in the thesis exhibition and were actors in my video works as
well. Deception was featured in the work entitled Exposed (Plate 2) and Temptation was
the shorter of the two characters in the pair entitled Creatures oflnner-space (Plate 3).
The Dove is a character seen in the piece entitled Spiritual Forces and represents the
essence of peace and tranquility.
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The events during this j oumey represent stages of inner development for my dog
and the obstacles that he encounters can be viewed as humorous and entertaining. These
obstacles can also be seen at another level when the viewer is able to empathize with
Quest Quest gains a sense of purpose after he gains victory over the darkness in his own
soul and breaks free from Pest and the other Creatures of Inner-Space that have kept his
spirit in bondage. When Quest penetrates enemy lines and experiences breakthrough in
his spirit, his spirit begins to soar. A canvas and twine relief sculpture entitled
Breakthrough (Plate 4) depicts this event. This breakthrough is life changing for Quest
and his drive is no longer self-centered, as Pest would have it, but is based on
servanthood.
Many of the influences that have inspired me have made their way into my work
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without any conscious effort. I enjoy the simplicity of cartoons from the 1960's and the
pop culture during that period of early television. I prefer the smooth pace of the
beautiful hand drawn, classic animation of Snow-white and the Seven Dwarfs (193 7) to
the non-stop action and over-the-top humor of Aladdin (1992).
Frazier Thomas hosted a show on WGN-TV in the 1960's called Family Classics.
This television station had an extensive library of films, including J oumey to the Center
of the Earth (1959), Mysterious Island (1961), and Yellow Jack (1938) which was a film
about the doctor who tried to eradicate yellow fever in Cuba. These films communicated
the virtues of selfless behavior as heroes rescued victims in danger, exhibited the rules of
right conduct and upheld truth in ways that demonstrated courage, regardless of the
consequences. It was during this impressionable period that I found things that really
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matter and that I could call my own. Films that communicated conscientious behavior
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were the heart and soul of good television to me. Quest demonstrates selflessness and
courage in my piece entitled Conquest (Plate 5).
A study into Red Grooms' work proved to be the catalyst and most important
influence from another visual artist during my masters program. His work has not only
been similar in subject matter to my own, but it is also similar because of the
combinations of mediums and materials he uses. From absurd humor and word puns,
down to the physical qualities of his color and textural surfaces, I can relate to his work.
There is an element of"monkey business" in Red Grooms' work that I enjoy. He
uses his artistic skills to imitate the foolish side of human behavior. Grooms' not only
entertains, but he holds up a mirror for us to see ourselves. His works create a reaction
of laughter, but the punch line behind the humor often requires a double take. The idea
of igniting a pensive thought behind the humor is really fascinating to me and is
something that I felt was missing from my earlier works.
Grooms' broad talent in such diverse genres as painting, sculpture, printmaking,
and movies prompted critic Sidney Tillim to label him affectionately, "The leading
contender for the decathlon prize of the New York School Olympics." (2) Not only did
Grooms demonstrate his virtuoso mastery of many media, but he also invented a new
medium of his own. He started making stick-outs after spending a year making movie
sets. Stick-outs hover at the boundary between painting and sculpture and are simply
two-dimensional cut-outs that stand up and create a three-dimensional relief environment.
I do something similar to this with my paper and twine sculptures and will explain my
process in detail when I describe my works .
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Today Grooms is recognized as one of the pioneers of site-specific sculpture and
installation art. The first of his walk-through, room-sized environments, which he termed

sculpto-pictoramas, was the City of Chicago. Larger than life-sized sculptures of Mayor
Daley and Hugh Hefner were joined by such historical figures as Abraham Lincoln, Al
Capone, and fan-dancer Sally Rand, accompanied by a sound track featuring gunfrre and
burlesque music.
Red Grooms' genius for rendering the intricate detail of Chicago's famous
buildings and his extraordinary ability to capture a sense of place with an innate
sensitivity to detail was an inspiration for my thesis exhibition.
In 1957, the 20 year old Grooms emigrated from his native Nashville to New
York and almost immediately met three people who would play an enormous role in
shaping his life and his career. One was Mimi Gross, who collaborated with Grooms in
the 1976 epic Ruckus Manhattan [after which the married couple separated]. The others
were critic and poet Edwin Denby and his close friend Rudy Burckhardt, a photographer,
filmmaker and painter. These two friends undoubtedly helped influence Grooms to take
on as many forms of expression as possible; painting, sculpture, theatrical happenings,
film, and the unique environmental creations of which Ruckus Manhattan is the largest
and most famous example. (3) Videos are my newest form of expression and are a part
of my thesis exhibition. I also combine my paintings, sculptures and theatrical
happenings into video. This is a direction that I would like to pursue in the future.
Another artist that has influenced my approach to making art is Elizabeth Murray.
Murray's use of organic shapes, curvilinear forms and color knowledge are qualities that
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I wanted to appropriate into my own work. In 1965 Murray was supporting herselfby
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teaching while making outrageously colorful, frequently joke-like painted reliefs and
sculptures- a small format version ofwhich can be seen in Night Empire (1967-1968)that owe something in their cartoon exuberance to Claus Oldenburg and Red Grooms, but
much more to Walt Disney, whose loopy drawing style she imitated as a child. (4) There
are many compositional aspects about Elizabeth Murray's work that I find to be very
appealing and her influence has helped me expand stylistically. This is evident in the
first piece of my thesis exhibition entitled Dog Gone Clowns (Plate 6).
This painting also broke through an intellectual and conceptual barrier; my
images became more charged and my characters transformed as a result. A once happy
little boy from earlier paintings could now morph into an antagonistic sappy menace.
In Dog Gone Clowns Quest is traveling in an amusement park ride cart. I've
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attempted to make the painting becomes more engaging, by having only one character for
the viewer to identify with. This young Quest is a transformation from one of my
characters in earlier pieces. He was a sidekick now elevated to leading man (or dog). In
the painting, the youthful, insecure dog becomes stuck in a circle of fear. The viewer
sees Quest from different angles, and a drama is created. I try to make the viewer
empathize with Quest, who is followed by a looming head that haunts him. This looming
head eventually turns into Pest (through pestamorphosis), a character whose role is to
torment Quest during his journey.
In Spiritual Warfare (Plate 7) personified letters from the alphabet try to look
inconspicuous, while others are chased by enemy forces. Consonants are characters that
offer wisdom and truth to Quest. They are subliminal visions that confront Quest during
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his journey. Consm.).ants quietly fit into the landscape: large, eloquent letters from the
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alphabet on a mission. These figures cross the barren landscape, in search of vowels that
will allow them to construct humorous word puns and important information for just the
right time and place of Quest's journey. Consonants are a humorous invention that help
fill in the gaps and allows me to play with word puns during Quest's journey.
Defragmentation (Plate 8) represents the reconstruction of Quest. Repairing the
brokenness of Quest is painful but this defragmentation displays his humility and
courage. The result of defragmentation is a Quest with new strength, much stronger than
the Quest before the brokenness took place. Beyond the surface this piece resembles a
classical Greek sculpture. In classical Greek sculpture, the body turns slightly to suggest
a momentary movement that gives the figure a more lifelike look. Defragmentation
personifies grace, dignity and vulnerability so stretching this figure beyond what is
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considered the ideal figure was important. Great artists of the past had various beliefs as
to what constituted the ideal figure. Michelangelo used eight head lengths, and El Greco
sometimes elongated the body to almost ten heads. For increased grace and elegance, the
modem fashion illustration figure is stretched to nine or ten heads talL Today, seven
head lengths is the generally accepted proportion for the human figure. (5)
Pest (Plate9) is the large, looming head that represents eviL This character
displays wild behavior and unbridled desires during the journey. Being influenced by
Pest could lead Quest to destructive behavior. Pest is defined in the American College
Dictionary as a "destructive or a troublesome thing, a nuisance". (6) The character Pest
in my three-dimensional story is the antagonist. Pest's eyes resemble those of an insect,
maybe a fly or a mosquito .
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Using Alberto Giacometti's Walking Man, proved to be more than just an act of
appropriation for Walking Quest (Plate 10). Taking this artist's figure and using it for my
own has allowed me to develop technically. I have developed a technique of my own,
sculpting with twine and paper. This work started as a large, two-dimensional works on
red rosin paper. The work was then transformed into a wall relief as I cut several figures
:from the paper and used crumpled paper until forms matched the likeness of Quest. The
forms were then wrapped with twine and glued to the surface of the original paper.
The repetition of forms made by the overlapping profiles of Quest in crumpled
paper creates rhythmic patterns of light and shadow. This is accentuated by the bits and
pieces of twine that twist and loop throughout the entire surface of the work.
Giacometti's elongated figure Walking Man appears to be very fragile, but the
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highly textural, metallic looking material along with the implied forward movement make
the figure appear very strong. This work reflects the human condition caught between
dignity, vulnerability and ultimate fallibility. (7) These ideas represent the same
qualities that I strive to achieve with Walking Ouest. The :fragility of each Quest
character in this piece demonstrates his vulnerability, but there is strength in numbers and
the members of this community support each other. This walk is a difficult walk, a
heroic walk in opposition to the status quo. In western culture our familiar way of
viewing is :from left to right, but in Walking Quest the movement is :from right to left.
There are certain aspects :from English artist William Blake's work that have
helped in the conceptual development of my art. "Ghost of a Flea" completed in 1820,
was a prime example of this. His image "the flea," despite his claim to visionary
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inspiration, was firmly based on a long tradition of figurative art, in which the human
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figure was used for emotional and moral effect. I attempted a similar moral and
emotional effect with my work in Spiritual Forces (Plate 11). Quest is the central figure
in this work. Large cicadas converge on him from both sides. The dove is a symbol of
peace and comforts Quest from the anxious thoughts and protects Quest in the battlefield
of his mind. Linear strands of fiber wrap around Quest's legs and represent acidic
thoughts that torment him. These thoughts slowly and subtly make their way up to his
mind. The biting thoughts come to destroy and the dove comes to comfort Quest and to
give him something more than just existence. Blake made many pen and watercolor
drawings, prints in various media and a small number of tempera paintings, but in these
his broader aims were primarily theological and philosophical: he saw the arts in all their
forms as offering insights into the metaphysical world and therefore potentially
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redemptive of a humanity he believed to have fallen into materialism and doubt. (8) The
content of my thesis work lines up closely to Blake's idea of the redemption of a fallen
humanity.
My work over the last year has become more expansive in form and content. My
paintings have become more dimensional through textured surfaces and actual threedimensional space along with the illusion of space. The larger scaled work has been a
key to opening up new possibilities, things like textural surfaces, media combinations,
and deeper exploration of techniques and content.
Creating the Quest narrative has opened up new doors for me. Ideas that were
designed to teach a particular moral or life lesson have been replaced with less pointed
works; works that allow the viewer to draw their own conclusions. This spirit filled
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narrative with Quest seems to captivate me and I plan to use this agenda to appeal to a
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new audience, an audience willing to take the opportunity to explore the layers of
narrative and meaning.

It is important for me to put myself in the viewer's shoes when left with
only the artwork in front of them. I agree with Hogarth who said that visual
communication to others is resolved through the unity of art and science. (9) Anatomical
forms, the ground plane, spatial structure and control of depth must be involved before
the viewer will attempt to jump into the layers of the narrative and my hope is that the
obscurity of the work enables the viewer to press into it. In the work that was created at
Indiana State University, I have balanced formal problems with a new level of imagery
that can carry a greater metaphorical load. This new imagery provides me with an
endless source of creative possibilities to draw from.
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The content of this paper was designed to be fun for the novice to read while
being interesting for those who are knowledgeable with the visual arts. My art should be
the same way if I want the message of my work to communicate to a larger group of
people.
The success of my project hinges on my ability to harmonize skills, ideas and intuition.
The energy and honesty of intuition is a spark I rely on in combination with a dedication
to artistic skill. I believe that my best art is created when I combine skills with a visual
vocabulary to work from an intuitive center. Intuitive works are more valuable and
exciting than most preplanned executions or pursuing a formula. My work addresses
concerns best when the principles of reason and a sound set of skills and intuition blend
in accord. The creativity that comes from a good idea should be expressive, active- full
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of energy, grounded by a strong foundation of basic skills and knowledge in that field of
study.

I want to thank all of the faculty and students that have helped me in my pursuits.
I especially would like to thank my thesis committee- Nancy Nickols-Pethick
Chairperson, Chester Burton and Brad Venable
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•
Truth(36"x 52" Oil Pastel and Acrylic) Plate 1
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•
Exposed (96"x 48"x 48" Papier mache and wood sculpture) Plate 2
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•
Creatures oflnner-space (36"x 36'x 18" Papier mache sculptures) Plate 3
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Breakthrough (48"x 96" Canvas and Twine Relief) Plate 3
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•
Conquest (36"x 64" Oil Pastel and Acrylic) Plate 4
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•
Dog Gone Clowns (37"x 60"Mixed Media) Plate 6
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•
Spiritual Warfare (48"x 96" Oil Pastel and Acrylic) Plate 7
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•
Defragmentation(l9"x 36"x 76" Papier Mache Sculpture) Plate 8
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•
Pest (87"x 125" Papier Mache Relief) Plate 9
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•
Walking Quest (65 .5"x 109 .5" Paper and Twine Relief) Plate 10
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•
Spiritual Forces (108"x 122" Mixed Media Relief) Platell

